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This was a nice story just not as good as the first on this series
but that just might be me I really enjoyed the way the authors
wrote the capturing of one of the brothers It was downright
funny and believable As I was reading it I said it s about time
someone came at it with this approach The connection
between these 3 was good but I didn t feel the heat between
them like I did in the first coupling in the first book You get an
m f m sex with anal I felt the story was good but at times it didn
t hold my attention Overall this is a good read that I know some
of you will love I can t wait for Heidi s book. I am currently living
in India, as I will be for the next little while So while in India, I
have decided because there is seriously nothing else to do,
besides watch Indian soaps that I don t understand, I will read
And reading I am I started this book on the plane from
Singapore to India, and god could I not put it down, I read it
even though the guy next to me was snoring and kept
whacking me in the arm, I read it through the scary turbulence,
with the flight attendants coming to me every five minutes
telling me to turn my e reader off, I read it through the babies
cries coming from the front I read this book, until I got to
customs, then my mum made me stop reading it, because they
had to check that I wasn t bringing any bad stuff into India I
read this book and it was A M A Z I N G So now that we know
of my super uncomfortable trip and my super love of the book
Let s get on to the actual review Falkes Captive in a sentence
Hot student working on animal genetics and saving the cat
population in the world, meets two brothers, they are basically
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were cats, and to mate they have to mate together does that
make sense Basically, it s two guys and a girl in bed , yeah
well they all have sex and realize their love for each other, and
they fight and in the end all three of them are happy together
That is the plot watered down, a really, really watered down
plot.Right So onto what I thought of the book, as I said before it
was unputdownable, amazing and I really liked it I liked the
idea of it My favorite scene was when she thinks they betrayed
her I loved the dialogue, especially what they say to each other
with their mind talking powers I loved the flirting The plot on a
whole was really original, so was the concept, and I liked that I
probably should have read the first one first, but I don t mind
The book was pretty cool without reading the first one,
although there were a lot of hints about what happened in the
last book although now I don t know if I want to read it Because
could it really measure up to the greatness of this one The
writing I am a terrible judge of writing I have three writing
grades if that makes any sense , they are 1 God, this book was
boring, there were typos and it was generally boring 2 Meh It
was okay, could ve been better, but it was fine 3 HOLY
SHAZAMM This writing kept me interested, it was really good,
and I plan on not putting this book down Maybe even reading it
again And again And again Can you guess which one this
landed under If you guessed three then you were right The
characters completely loveable Out of the brothers I m still
trying to figure out whom I love They were so perfect together
And the three of them together BAM FIREWORKS NO OTHER
WORDS WHY AM I WRITING IN CAPITALS I m going to stop
now Right You have to read the book to get why I think so
highly of the characters and why together sigh they are
perfect.Overall, this was a really good book and I plan on
reading it again soon, cause given the circumstances I read it
under I think that I might need to, in order to love it even I
recommend this book to animal lovers, people who like a
different sort of paranormal erotica, because this was really
different Good Refreshing And I guess people who like reading
erotica novels should also check this out I can t really think of
any other groups of people to read this Generally if you think it
looks interesting, you should check it out Give it a go You
might me surprised. Don t know why I picked up this one when
I didn t really enjoy book 1, but I wanted a light shifter read and
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I already had it loaded on my phone so I thought why not I m
not going to say too much other than I thought the heroine was
annoying, dialogue was cheesy and the BDSM aspect was
ridiculous Overall it was a meh read for me so I ll go with that it
just wasn t my cuppa. I love a good PNR This one was a lot of
fun I loved the shifters Puma s they re great animals and I
really want to get to know them especially if they travel in pairs
D The humour in this book is awesome I loved to laugh Ok the
Falke Brothers the oldest set of Quadruplets is Axel, Gunnar,
Kelan and Reidar in that order then the younger set of triplets
was Sindre, Torsten, and their only sister Heidi as the baby
Being Shifters, their world is a little different then what we re
use to they re not sure how many shifters are out there, since
they keep to themselves, but this family,along with their 2
father s, are the only ones in this part of Washington It takes 2
males to mate with a human female in order to have children of
their own they don t go into details but the oldest two brothers,
Axel and Gunner had just found their materead about their
story in Book one Falke s Peak but you don t have to read the
first book to read this oneThey had been taking a lot of time off
from work, and no one was happy about it SO there they were
chatting it up at the Bar when Kalen heads up to the bar to refill
their drinks, that s when Reidar sees Beth.Beth approaches the
bar and orders her drink, just as she sits down to look at the
menu, Kelan takes off his collar and recommends the steak
They start talking and laughing, and then Reidar slides in next
to Beth taking her attention away from Kelan Now there is no
jealousy, these two guys identical have shared women before
and they know that they will be sharing a mate some day, but
they weren t ready for that now at least they didn t think they
were The wooing is fun and playful way to get to know these
guys They seem to hit it off pretty well with Beth, but they don t
want to push the subject of the two of them together so they
walk her to her hotel and give her a small kiss goodnight Kelan
goes to see his brother Axel Axel is the oldest of the 4, and
since their father s are getting older, Axel has become the
Alpha of the family So when Kelan approaches him with a
business deal, the Alpha isn t too happy with the chance of
losing money So he shoots Kelan s idea down Kelan doesn t
take it very well, so he stalks off, strips off his close and shifts
to his Puma form after some time of running off some steam,
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Kelan feels a sharp pain in his butt a dart and all of a sudden,
he s unconscious When he wakes up, he smells her the soft
female sent of Beth he starts Purring when he realizes he s on
the hard cold ground, in Puma form, he opens his eyes and
lets out a ferocious yowl when he realizes he s in a cage Beth
is a scientist or at the very end stage of getting her degree in
Animal Study, When Professor Whit had asked her to come
and spend the summer out here with him to study the DNA of
the Puma s, she jumped at the chance Things got a little sticky
once she captured Kelan Of course she didn t know who he
was, but once she got a hold of his blood and started to run
tests she finds something is defiantly not animal in this puma
This was a great storyline I loved the closeness the family was,
and they d be willing to do anything to keep the family secret
No one trusted Beth, even Kelan didn t want to trust his own
instincts on how well she fit with him and Reidar but Reidar
knew from the beginning And he had to prove it to Kelan that
what they both were feeling was the real thing The romance
happened quickly, but took their time with it This author is
awesome I m defiantly going to be picking up of her books, and
continuing with this series I don t know if this really deserves
four stars, but it s getting them for two reasons First of all,
Falke s Captive makes sense and I m still shaking my head
over Chaos Tryst Secondly, you rarely see this kind of plot in
shifter romances There was that brief scene at the end of
Shelly Laurenston s Here Kitty, Kitty and, the beginning of, oh,
crap, what was it Um, The Jaguar Prince, I think I mean, there
are many books where shifters are hunted by scientists and the
like, but very few where they are shipped off to the zoo or
tagged I m excluding Jennifer Ashley s Pride Mates series as
the purpose behind those collars don t fit this scenario I like
seeing what realistic situations modern day shifters could find
themselves in and being tranq d tagged by a wildlife researcher
certainly fits the bill I admit to skimming through the sex
scenes, not because they were bad, but because there were a
lot of them and I was on lunch at work Reading about anal sex
is a little surreal when the co worker sitting next to you is on the
phone, arguing about a bill It did feel like the sex scenes kinda
outnumbered the plot scenes, but that s not exactly
unexpected with this type of book This is also the second book
in the series and, despite not having read the first one, I was

able to follow along quite nicely I respect an author who can
continue a series without info dumping or ignoring the first book
entirely I m starting to get the after lunch sleepies so it s
definitely time for my vitamins To wrap up, I d rec this for fans
of Crystal Jordan I d have priced this at 3.99 instead of 4.99
don t ask me why, it just doesn t feel like a 5 book and it s only
174 pages Harlequin Presents are usually another 20 pages
for the same price , but if you can get a coupon somewhere,
check it out. Originally posted at How adventurous are you,
Beth Beth s years of research into the habits of big cats will be
severely tested when the puma she has been tracking starts
chasing her instead As a family of Puma shifters, the Falke
brothers have to be careful with their family s secret If ever
they were discovered by the wrong person their entire world
could crumble In the second book in the Puma Nights series,
we are introduced to brothers Kelan and Reider Falke As the
younger of the set of four cubs that were born in a litter, Kelan
and Reider are as close as their brothers Axel and Gunner that
we met in Falke s Peak Now that Gunner and Axel have found
their mate, Kelan and Reider are hoping to be blessed with
someone with whom they can share the secret and have their
own happily ever after Inexplicably Kelan and Reider are drawn
to graduate student Beth Coldwell Is she the one Will she be
able to handle the truth Why does she keep trying to shoot one
of the brothers That last question actually provides some comic
relief in this highly charged romantic adventure As I mentioned,
this is the second book in this collaboration between authors
Anna Leigh Keaton and Madison Layle After having read and
reviewed the first book, Falkes Peak, I couldn t wait to see
what was going on with Axel, Gunner and Dakota I knew with
two sets of brothers and a sister there had to be stories to tell
Kelan, Reider and Beth s story did not disappoint The premise
of a young scientist with something to prove and goal to
achieve being the brother s mate was truly clever How could
they possibly find their HEA when she was the very thing they
fearedand yet desired You won t want to miss this story Kelan
and Reider may have been litter mates with Axel and Gunner
but it s clear they are the younger of the set They each have
their own strengths and weaknesses Kelan is most like Axel in
that he tends to be the dominant hot headed one Reider is the
one who talks him down and gets him to see reason The

writers built these characters well and made them easy to love
The same can be said for Beth One of the aspects I liked about
her best is that she s reasonable She doesn t over or under
react when the boys reveal their secret She doesn t faint or run
screaming from the room but she doesn t smile blandly and
say okay either The writers built her up to be a scientist so she
takes it all in as a scientist and then she determines to protect
her mates Younger brothers, Tor and Sin, still have to find their
mate We also got to spend time with the only Falke girl, Heidi
Personally, I can t wait for her story The boys have a lot to
overcome in finding a mate but Heidi s task is considerably
harder You ll have to get into the Puma Nights series to
understand what I mean This is a terrific series from two very
talented writers There is lots of action both in and out of the
bedroom to keep you turning pages to the perfect ending. Very
good shifter romance The set up was interesting The Falke
brothers own a wilderness outfitting and guide business Each
day one of the six brothers spends the day shifted into a
cougar as the store mascot The heroine, Beth, is a scientist in
the area to study cougars for her PHD She meets two of the
brothers, Kelan and Reider one night in a bar The next day she
sees Kelan running as a cougar and tranqs him and discovers
he has a collar He manages to escape but not before she has
taken a blood sample The next day she tracks him to the family
store and meets the rest of the family who are none to happy
with her So the set up is that she is researching cougars, has
his odd blood and the three of them are falling in love The
writing of this story was pretty solid The plot had a beginning,
middle and end It all made sense and hung together The story
was well rounded and interesting and unlike many shorter
menage romantica stories, the ending was not abrupt All the
characters actions made sense The dialog was well done The
shifter world was fairly well set up but I could have used back
story The love scenes were plentiful and well done There was
however enough story that it didn t seem as if this was just an
excuse to write sex scenes The menage part of the story
seemed natural and necessary than in most shifter menage
stories I was glad however that it was just 2 men per woman
rather than all the brothers as I ve seen many times There was
some humor and a reasonable amount of tension All in all, I
really enjoyed the book.This book was provided to me free for

review from netGalley. A Graduate Student Working In Animal
Genetics, Beth Coldwell Is In Town To Track And Tag Big Cats
In The Wild Her Prospects For The Summer Only Improve
When She Meets Kelan And Reidar Falke And Decides The
Sexy Brothers Are The Right Pair To Fulfill Her Other, Less
Than Scientific, DesiresBut Her Research Is A Threat To The
Falke Family Secret When Kelan, In Cougar Form, Is
Captured, That Secret Comes Closer Than Ever To Being
Revealed He Escapes, But Not Before Beth Draws A Blood
Sample, And Analysis Shows This Is No Ordinary Mountain
Lion Kelan And Reidar Cannot Deny The Powerful Attraction
They Feel Toward Beth She Might Just Be Their Destined
Mate But If They Reveal Themselves To Her, Will She
Embrace Who They Are Or See Them As Just Another
Science Experiment , WordsA Puma Shifter M Nage Story
Reviewed By EmmaRaeReview Copy Provided By
PublisherCover notes Warning light domination and
bondageReview Five minutes after you finish Falke s Peak,
you re probably going to be buying this or checking reviews to
see if it lives up to the first book Go ahead and click BUY
NOW, cause this book is just as good If you haven t read Falke
s Peak, check it out first I read maybe ten pages of Falke s
Captive before I got up and downloaded Falke s Peak to read
that first Once again, I love the scene when Beth first stumbles
into the Falke brothers This time it s a little dramatic and
hilarious There s a lot action in this book as everyone fights to
protect the family.I think Axel and Gunnar are still my favorite
brothers, but Kelan and Reidar are still loveable You get the
sense of these younger brothers trying to spread their wings
and show their older brothers they have grown up and can
stand on their own Beth has to deal with everything she trusted
in being yanked out from under her while being pursued by two
men This story has of the family in it, which I loved I m really
bummed because now I don t have another book to read in this
series I m anxious to read the next So click download, snuggle
up and enjoy Beth Coldwell is a graduate student doing a
research on animal genetics, working on tracking and tagging
big cats in the wild She can t believe her luck when she
manages to capture one Of course, Falke does turn out to
belong to a local family, two of which she met a liked Kelan and
Reider are every woman s fantasy And for some reason they

want her.Kelan and Reider know that they shouldn t start
anything with the pretty Beth, but resisting her is beyond them
They ll just have to convince her to forget about the weird
samples she took from Falke Unfortunately, I didn t like this
book, the first one is much better IMHO All the secrecy,
subterfuge are really not to my tastes And I simply couldn t like
Beth No matter how good Kelan and Reider are, they simply
couldn t overcome my dislike for Beth.Rating 2.5 stars
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